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On the categorial status of the ‘passive participle’ in Serbo-Croatian 
Maša Bešlin (University of Maryland) 

 
 
Participles have long puzzled linguists due to their exhibiting behaviors characteristic of 
both verbs and adjectives. In this talk, I attempt to shed some light on the internal makeup 
of passive participles in Serbo-Croatian (SC), given in (1). 
 
(1) a. Staklo               je polomljeno                   (od strane huligana). 
           glass.SG.NEUT.  is break.SG.NEUT.                by-side     hooligans 
           ‘The glass was broken (by the hooligans)’ 
      b. polomljeno               staklo 
           break.SG.NEUT.          glass.SG.NEUT. 
           ‘the broken glass’ 
 
Since at least Wasow 1977, a distinction has been assumed in the generative literature 
between the so-called verbal and adjectival participles for the English equivalents of (1a) 
and (1b), respectively. The former, it has been argued, are derived in the syntax, whereas 
the latter are derived in the lexicon (Bresnan 1982, Levin & Rappaport 1986, a.o). In light 
of more recent developments in syntactic theory, I reject this idea, and instead pursue an 
approach to word formation broadly in line with the Distributed Morphology (DM) 
framework. In particular, I adopt the notion of ‘syntax-all-the-way-down’, and the idea that 
acategorial roots are the minimal units of (morpho)syntactic computation (Halle & Marantz 
1994, Marantz 1997).  
After an overview of the relevant data and the DM approach, I examine the main 
diagnostics that have been proposed to distinguish between the two types of participles. 
Namely, only adjectival participles have been argued to allow un- prefixation, appear as 
prenominal modifiers, and as complements of verbs such as seem and remain. I show that 
at least some of these diagnostics are problematic even for English.  
I then claim, based on a combination of morphological and distributional facts, that a sharp 
distinction between adjectival and verbal passives cannot be maintained for SC. Instead, all 
passive participles in SC belong to the category of adjectives (similar proposals for English 
can be found in Friedin 1975, Emonds 2006, a.o.). The evidence offered to support this 
claim includes the presence of adjectival morphology on all participles, their ability to form 
comparative and superlative forms, and the fact that they exhibit an adjectival agreement 
pattern. Crucially, I show that all of the above holds even when an eventive interpretation 
is forced with the insertion of an agentive by-phrase.  Participles may nevertheless be 
formed from either telic or atelic roots, and their aspectual head may be marked either 
perfective or imperfective. These aspectual differences are then argued to be a better 
predictor of distributional restrictions than the previously assumed adjectival/verbal 
contrast. 
Finally, I make an attempt at a more detailed morphological decomposition of the SC 
passive participle. The ‘participial suffix’ is reanalyzed as two separate morphemes: the 
thematic vowel is treated as the exponent of the verbalizing head, and the final consonant 
as the PF realization of the adjectival head. Passive participles are argued to combine with 
two types of prefixes. The first type, which I refer to as lexical prefixes, attach to the root to 
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form complex telic roots. The second type are what I call purely perfectivizing prefixes. As 
the name suggests, the only function of these prefixes is to produce the perfective form of 
the verb in question. Moreover, the purely perfectivizing prefix seems to be in 
complementary distribution with the suffix that marks secondary imperfectivization, 
suggesting that they compete for the same position in the structure. The talk concludes 
with a discussion of some questions that remain for future research. 
 
 
References: 
 
Bresnan, Joan. 1982. The Passive in Lexical Theory. In J. Bresnan (ed.), The Mental  

Representation of Grammatical Relations (pp.3-86). Cambridge, MA: MIT Press. 
Emonds, Joseph. 2006. Adjectival passives: The construction in the iron mask. In M. 

Everaert, H. van Riemsdijk & B. Hollebrandse (eds.), The Blackwell Companion to Syntax 
(pp.16-60). Malden, MA: Blackwell. 

Friedin, Robert. 1975. The Analysis of Passives. Language, 51, 384-405. 
Halle, Morris and Alec Marantz. 1994. Some key features of Distributed Morphology. MIT  

working papers in linguistics, 21, 275-288. 
Levin, Beth & Malka Rappaport. 1986. The formation of adjectival passives. Linguistic  

inquiry, 17, 623-661. 
Marantz, Alec. 1997. No escape from syntax: Don't try morphological analysis in the privacy  

of your own lexicon. University of Pennsylvania working papers in linguistics, 4(2), 201- 
225. 

Wasow, Thomas. 1977. Transformations and the Lexicon. In P. Culicover, A. Akmajian and  
T. Wasow (eds.), Formal Syntax (pp. 327-360). New York: Academic Press. 
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Parenthetical jer/pošto-clauses (because-clauses) in Serbian 
Gordana Ćirić (University of Novi Sad) 

 
 
The topic of this talk is the parenthetical behavior of clauses introduced by the conjunction 
jer/pošto (because) in Serbian, exemplified in (1). 
 
(1) Dejan je sigurno nekad bio uspešan sportista, jer soba mu je prepuna trofeja. 

‘Dejan must have once been a successful sportsman, because his room is full of trophies.’ 

 
The analysis offered seems to go in favor of Potts’ (2005) view of parentheticals as 
conventional implicatures (CIs), because parenthetical jer/pošto-clauses (because-clauses) 
appear to be independent of the at-issue entailment of the host, and their content seems to 
be inherently linguistic resulting from the conventional meaning of words, specifically from 
the meaning of the conjunction which introduces the clause. CI semantics of parenthetical 
jer/pošto-clauses (because-clauses) allows the underlying meaning of their host sentences 
to be fomalized as in (2). 
 
(2) A. [main clause proposition] [⇒kažem/pitam/pretpostavljam/mislim/smatram to 

(to=main clause proposition)] [jer/pošto-clause] 
 

B. [main clause proposition] [⇒I say/ask/suppose/think/consider that (that=main 
clause proposition)] [because-clause] 

 
Apart from the semantic analysis, an insight is given into the distribution of these clauses, 
suggesting that they may appear in some positions that have traditionally been regarded as 
unsuitable niches for parentheticals. One such position is between an adjectival adjunct and 
a noun, exemplified in (3). 
 
(3) Detektivi su verovatno pronašli nestalog, jer Marko mi je zvučao uzbuđeno, učenika poznate 

gimnazije. 
‘The detectives have probably found the missing, because Marko sounded excited, student of 
the famous grammar school.’ 

 
The analysis of the distribution suggests that the suitability of a position for a parenthetical 
may depend on factors such as the position of the hosting phrase, the end-weight principle, 
etc. Furthermore, the examples suggest that clitics exhibit exceptional behavior in relation 
to parentheticals, being able to immediately follow parenthetical jer/pošto-clauses. Clitics 
also seem to display a different behavior within parenthetical jer/pošto-clauses (because-
clauses) compared to regular adverbial jer/pošto-clauses (because-clauses), as exemplified 
in (4).  
 
(4) A. Dejan je sigurno nekad bio uspešan sportista, jer soba mu je prepuna trofeja 

‘Dejan must have once been a successful sportsman, because his room is full of 
trophies.’ 
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B. Dejan mora da kupi još jednu policu, jer mu je soba prepuna trofeja. 
‘Dejan needs to get another shelf, because his room is full of trophies.’ 

 
 
The analysis of the distribution and clitics behavior contributed to the insight into the 
prosodic properties of parentheticals that suggests that some features of intonational 
phrases (IPs), which parentheticals are traditionally assumed to form, may change without 
affecting the CI semantics of parenthetical clauses.  
 
 
References: 
 
Dehé, Nicole. 2014. Parentheticals in Spoken English: The Syntax-Prosody Relation.  

Cambridge:CUP. 
Dehé, Nicole., & Yordanka Kavalova. 2007. Parentheticals. Amsterdam: John Benjamins. 
Döring, Sandra. 2007. Quieter, faster, lower, and set off by pauses? Reflections on prosodic  

aspects of parenthetical constructions in modern German. In N. Dehé & Y. Kavalova 
(eds.), Parentheticals. Amsterdam: John Benjamins. 284-306. 

Potts, Christopher. 2005. The Logic of Conventional Implicatures. Oxford: OUP. 
Potts, Christopher. 2007. Into the conventional-implicature dimension. Philosophy Compass,  

2(4), 665-79. 
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How spatio-temporal is za? Some observations on temporal meanings of 
prepositional phrases with za in Serbian 

Isidora Dekić (University of Novi Sad) 
 

 
This talk deals with temporal meanings of prepositional phrases with za ‘for’ (za-PPs). The 
main question is how come one preposition can license three different cases (accusative, 
genitive and instrumental), with the same temporal meanings. Furthermore, if this is so, 
where lies the difference that elicits the use of one of these cases in contrast to others. The 
analysis is based on the description of temporal meanings of the genitive, accusative, and 
instrumental case presented in Piper et al. (2005: 154–159; 216–225; 250–254; 284–289), 
while taking into consideration the spatial meanings of prepositional phrases headed by za 
as well (Piper et al. 2005: 212–216; 248–250).  
According to Piper (2005), all three cases that can be licensed by za can express the 
temporal meaning of simultaneity (1-5): 
 

(1) ZA VREME putovanja nije imao zdravstvenih tegoba. 
[for the time]COMPLEX.PREP. travelGEN.SG. didNEG.COP.3.P.PRES.SG not have3.P.SG.M.PART. healthADJ.GEN.SG. 

issuesGEN.SG. 

‘During the travel, he did not have any health issues.’ 

(2) Tako je to bilo ZA vlade Nikole Pašića. 
thatADV. itNOM.SG. was3.P.SG.PAST. forPREP. reignGEN.SG. NikolaGEN.SG PašićGEN.SG. 
‘That is how it was during the reign of Nikola Pašić.’ 

(3) ZA sve vreme bila je spremna na svaku neočekivanost. 
forPREP. wholeQUANT. timeACC.SG. wasCOP.3.P.SG.PAST. preparedP3.P.SG.F.PART. onPREP. everyQUANT. 

unexpectednessACC.SG. 
‘During the whole time, she was prepared for any unexpectedness.’ 

(4) Videli smo se ZA Novu godinu. 
saw2.P.PL.PAST REFLEXIVE MORPHEME forPREP. New YearACC.SG. 

‘We saw each other for New Year’s.’ 

(5) ZA doručkom čita novine. 
forPREP. breakfastINST. read3.P.SG.PRES. newspaperACC.SG. 

‘During breakfast, he reads the newspaper.’ 

 

In this talk, I will propose that the construction za+NPACC represents the basic form for 
expressing simultaneity with za-PPs. Furthermore, the NP complement is usually headed 
by the noun vreme ‘time’, as it is the schematic temporal concept, but, depending on the 
context of the sentence it can either be used with a deictic determiner (za sve vreme, LIT. 
‘for all time’ , za to vreme, LIT. ‘for that time’), as in (3), or have an NP complement in 
genitive case, as in (1). In cases where vreme is not used, but instead the NP is in genitive or 
instrumental case, it can be assumed that vreme as a carrier of temporality exists covertly, 
but is not lexically expressed for one of the two reasons – either to achieve a literary effect 
(2) or the NP used already denotes a certain period of time with no strict boundaries, as in 
(4), and adding vreme would make the construction pleonastic. An additional analysis is 
given for examples such as (5). Following the notion that temporal meanings are derived 
from spatial ones (Janda 2002:3), the proposed argument for the choice of za+NPINST in 
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examples like (5) is that it is based on its counterpart spatial meaning, as in Ema sedi za 
klavirom ‘Ema is sitting at the piano’. According to Ašić & Corblin (2016: 234–235), these 
spatial za-PPs also denote a specific functional position of the object of localization. 
Therefore, as it is presupposed in the proposition of example (5) that in order to have 
breakfast, one must sit at the table where the food is laid out, this spatial organization is 
used as a source domain for representing breakfast time with the same za-PP. 
Aside from the meaning of simultaneity that is present with all three cases, meanings of 
posteriority in the quantificational sense and speed appear with accusative, and the 
meaning of posteriority with instrumental case.  
 

(6) Dolazi za jedan dan. 
come3.P.SG.PRES forPREP. oneNUM.ACC.SG. dayACC.SG 
‘He comes in one day.’ 

(7) Uradiće posao za dva dana. 
do3.P.FUT.SG. job ACC.SG. forPREP. one NUM.ACC.SG. day ACC.SG.  
‘He will do the job for one day.’ 

(8) Za razgovorom je sledila večera. 
for PREP. conversation INST.SG. followed3.P.PL.PAST.SG. dinnerNOM.SG.  
‘After the conversation, the dinner followed.’ 

 
In this talk, for the difference of the two accusative temporal meanings it is only tentatively 
proposed that it may come from different combinations of the internal and external 
temporality of their predicates. 
For the meaning of posteriority with the instrumental case, a possibility that this meaning 
is based on the za-PP’s spatial meaning of iza ‘behind’, where two objects, or two events are 
one behind the other on the (time)line with the same direction. 
The question that stays unresolved is that if the temporal posteriority of the instrumental 
case is derived from its spatial counterpart, what are the counterparts of other temporal 
meanings, and if there are none, is za primarily only a spatial preposition? 
 
References: 
 
Ašić, T., Corblin, F. U. P. (2016). Izražavanje teličnosti i prostorni predlozi u srpskom jeziku.  

Srpski jezik u savremenoj lingvističkoj teoriji. 223–241. 
Janda, L. A. (2002). Concepts of case and time in Slavic. Glossos, 3, 1–22. 
Пипер, П. (2005). Синтакса савременога српског језика: проста реченица. Институт за 

српски језик САНУ. 
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Resumption in Serbian 
Valentina Đorić (University of Novi Sad) 

 
 
Despite the large extent of syntactic research in other world languages (McCloskey 1990; 
Demirdache 1991; Shlonsky 1992; Salzmann 2009) the topic of resumption and resumptive 
pronouns has only been researched to a limited extent in Serbian. The research done so far 
has primarily focused on relative clauses with the complementizer što (1) (Bošković 2003; 
Gračanin-Yüksek 2009; Goodluck and Stojanović 1996; Progovac 2007).  
 
(1)  To  je    autoi  što   sam   gai   kupila. 
         it   be.3SG  car.ACC which  be.1SG  it.ACC  buy 
        ‘That is the car which I bought.’ 
 
Besides relative clauses, resumption has been shown to occur in constructions like left 
dislocation (2).  
 
(2)  Jelena,    Marko    joj    je    kupio  haljinu. 
        Jelena.NOM   Marko.NOM  her.DAT  be.3SG  buy   dress 
        ‘Marko bought a dress to Jelena.’ 
 
Also, certain wh-questions and wh-relative clauses can be argued to involve long wh-
movement and a resumptive pronoun in the complement clause (3) and (4). 
 
(3) Za  koga    Stefan    misli   da  ga    Vera voli?     
     For  whom.ACC  Stefan.NOM  thinks  that  him.ACC  Vera loves 
        ‘For whom does Stefani think that Vera loves himj?’ 
 
(4)  Čovek o kome    Stefan    misli   da  ga    Vera voli. 
        Man  for whom.LOC  Stefan.NOM  thinks  that  him.ACC  Vera loves 
        ’Man about whom Stefan thinks that Vera loves him.’  
 
In all these constructions, resumption behaves differently with respect to island 
constraints, case matching, parasitic gaps, binding principles, quantifier binding and other 
phenomena. We will also discuss possible criteria for resumption and how different 
structures behave in relation them. Because of their differences in behavior, it is still 
unclear what mechanisms are at work and consequently, several approaches have so far 
been proposed to account for resumption - base generation (McCloskey 1990), movement 
(Pesetsky 1998; Boeckx 2003) as well as a hybrid approach (Aoun et al. 2001). With base 
generation approaches resumption is claimed to be insensitive to locality and it is thought 
that resumption is another case of binding. The second type of approaches are movement 
approaches where resumption is the result of movement and therefore is sensitive to 
islands and other diagnostics for movement.  
Serbian does not fit into any of the accounts proposed so far because the assumed cases of 
resumption display the characteristics of both, base-generation and movement, depending 
on the type of construction. This talk will give a general overview of all the cases of 
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resumption in Serbian, and examine the details of their syntactic behavior, which could 
lead us more closely to solving the question of resumptive strategies in Serbian.  
 
 
 
 
 
References: 
 
Bos kovic , Z . 2009. On relativization strategies and resumptive pronouns. In Gerhild 

Zybatow, Uwe Junghanns, Denisa Lenertova & Petr Biskup (eds.), Studies in Formal Slavic 
Phonology, Morphology, Syntax, Semantics and Information Structure. Proceedings of 
Formal Description of Slavic Languages 7, 79–93. Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang. 

Goodluck, H. and D. Stojanovic . 1996. The structure and acquisition of relative clauses in 
Serbo-Croatian. Language Acquisition 5:6-12. 

Grac anin-Yuksek, M. 2010. On a Matching Effect in Headed Relative Clauses. In Wayles, B., 
Cooper, A., Fisher, A., Kesici, E., Predolac, N., and Zec, D. (eds.) Formal Approaches to Slavic 
Linguistics 18:55-69. Michigan Slavic Publications, Ann Arbor. 

LaTerza, I. 2013. The Case of Resumption in Serbian Relative Clauses. Stony Brook University. 
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Psych-verb participles in Serbian 
Peđa Kovačević 

(University of Novi Sad) 
 

This talk addresses the patterns of participle formation with Serbian psych verbs. In 
particular, the goal is to describe the syntactic and semantic conditions that license the 
formation of participles with these verbs. These conditions will, then, be linked to the 
internal syntactic structure of these participles and the underlying verbs. First, it will be 
observed that the ability of the verb to assign accusative case to its internal argument is the 
necessary but not sufficient condition for the formation of a participle (1). Second, eventive 
semantics of the verb is not necessary to derive participles (2). Third, the ability of the verb 
to license an agent argument seems to be the most important factor in deriving participles. 
However, there are some exceptions as certain object experiencer verbs that allow agents 
cannot derive participles (3). 
 

(1) a. Ivana       boli glava 
    Ivan.acc  pain head.nom 
    ‘Ivan has a headache’ 
b. *Ivan          je boljen (od strane glave) 
     Ivan.nom  is pain.prt from side.gen head.gen 
    intended literally: ‘Ivan was pained by his head’ 

(2) a. Ivana svi obožavaju 
    Ivan.acc all.nom adore 
    ‘Everyone adores Ivan’ 
b. Ivan         je obožavan 
    Ivan.nom is adored 

(3) a. Milan         je razbesneo Ivana 
    Milan.nom is angered    Ivan.acc 
    ‘Milan angered Ivan’ 
b. *Ivan         je razbešnjen od strane Milana 

                 Ivan.nom is angered    from side.gen Milan.gen 
                 intended: ‘Ivan was angered by Milan’ 
 
The focus of this paper will be on capturing these generalizations together with the 
exceptions. The analysis will rely on the following idea: participles can be derived only 
from verbal structures that involve a theme argument and, crucially, VoiceP is the only 
viable input to participle formation (Alexiadou et al. 2014). The crucial role of VoiceP 
(hosting the agent) explains why certain verbs that allow accusative case on the internal 
argument cannot produce participles. The verb in (1a) lacks the agent argument while 
allowing accusative case, hence, it is not a viable input to participle formation. 
Next, the ability of some stative Class 1 (Belletti and Rizzi 1988) verbs (2) to derive 
participles is explained one the basis of the presence of VoiceP and an accusative marked 
theme, despite the absence of eventive v (see Harley 2013).  
Finally, the lack of participles with some eventive object experiencers that allow accusative 
case on the internal argument is explained by assuming that the experiencer is not a 
typical, theme-like internal argument with these verbs. Instead, they are analyzed as 
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incorporating the semantics of internal causation akin to Levin and Rappaport Hovav’s 
(1995) class of theme unergatives. Evidence for this comes from the availability of simple 
intransitive verbs formed from the same roots, which is not the case with object 
experiencers that yield reflexive-like structures in similar contexts (4). 
 

(4) a. Milan         je razbesneo Ivana  
    Milan.nom is angered    Ivan.acc 
    ‘Milan angered Ivan’ 
b. Ivan         besni 
    Ivan.nom anger.3.sg.pres 
    ‘Ivan is angry’ 
c. Milan         je iznervirao Ivana 
    Milan.nom is annoyed     Ivan.acc 
   ‘Milan annoyed Ivan’ 
d. Ivan       *(se) nervira 
     Ivan.nom SE annoy.3.sg.pres 
    intended: ‘Ivan is annoyed’ 

 
Also, these verbs license different expressions of cause from the majority of object 
experiencers under SE anti-causatives (5). While the typical expression of cause with object 
experiencers is an instrumental-marked NP, with the verbs like razbesneti (‘anger’) and 
other similar verbs, cause is expressed only by means of an od (‘from’)-PP signaling a non-
agentive, external direct cause. These differences in the licensing of the expressions of 
cause are taken as indications of the discrepancy in the causality patterns and the 
concomitant contrast in the syntactic structure argued for in the paper. 
  

(5) a. Jovan         se zaprepastio bratovim ponašanjem       /??od bratovog ponašanja 
    John.nom  SE amaze        brother’s.inst behavior.inst      from brother’s 
behavior.gen 
   “John got amazed by his brother’s behavior” 

      b. Jovan         se razbesneo *sestrinim ponašanjem        / od sestrinog ponašanja 
           John.nom  SE anger         sister’s.inst behavior.inst    from sister’s behavior.gen 
          “John got angry from his sister’s behavior” 

 
References 
 
Alexiadou, Artemis, Gehrke, Berit, and Schäfer, Florian. 2014. The argument structure of 

adjectival participles revisited. Lingua 149: 118-138.  
Belletti, Adriana, and Rizzi, Luigi. 1988. Psych-verbs and θ-theory. Natural Language & 

Linguistic Theory 6(3): 291-352.  
Harley, Heidi. 2013. External arguments and the Mirror Principle: On the distinctness of 

Voice and v. Lingua 125: 34-57.  
Levin, Beth, and Rappaport Hovav, Malka. 1995. Unaccusativity. Cambridge, Massachusetts: 

MIT Press. 
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Sequence of Tense in Gitksan  
Neda Todorović (University of British Columbia) 

 
This paper describes how Sequence of Tense (SOT) works in Gitksan, which lacks tense 
morphology. It is shown that in past context embedded statives receive simultaneous 
(simult.) or back-shifted (shifted) reading with respect to the matrix predicate, while with 
the embedded eventives, the availability of readings crucially depends on viewpoint aspect. 
More broadly, aspect-sensitivity unites Gitksan with English, which shows standard SOT 
effects, and Serbian, which is not. The paper argues that the SOT data on Gitksan follow 
from existing analyses of its temporal system together with the standard compositional 
interplay of tense and aspect.  
SOT, statives: It is known that past tense in attitude complements in SOT languages such 
as English can receive shifted or simult. readings (1) (see Ogihara 1995, Abusch 1997 i.a.). 
In contrast, a non-SOT language such as Serbian allows only the shifted reading (2). 
 
(1)    Tom believed that Mark was tired.     (English) 

     a. T. believed: M. was tired before. (shift.:✓)        
b. T. believed: M. is tired now. (simult.: ✓)   

 (2)   Tom  je   verovao  da    je     Mark   bio   umoran.      (Serbian) 
     Tom  AUX believed  that  AUX   Mark   been  tired. 
         a. T. believed: .M. was tired before. (shift.:✓)        

b. T. believed: M. is tired now. (simult.: #) 
 

Eventives: With embedded eventives, the SOT/non-SOT division between languages is 
suddenly murky. And, aspect is crucial: in English, an embedded perfective (perf.) receives 
the shifted reading (3a) and an embedded progressive (prog.) receives either the 
simultaneous (simult.) or shift. reading (3b) (cf. Bjorkman in prep). And, Serbian is the 
same with the perfective and imperfective (4).  
 
(3)   a.  John believed that he ate an apple (and it was a peach).           (simult.:#; shift.:✓);  

b. John thought that Bill was eating an apple right then/the day before.  (simult.:✓;   
shift.: ✓) 

(4)  a. Jovan je     verovao  da  je    pojeo    jabuku   (a   bila  je breskva). 
     Jovan AUX believed that AUX    eaten.PFV  apple   and been  is peach 
    ‘Jovan believed that he ate an apple (and it was a peach).’    (simult.:# shift.:✓;) 

b. Aca je   mislio  da  je   Mia u  tom trenu      /u  sredu     jela      jabuku.    
   Aca AUX thought that  AUX  Mia in that moment/ on Wednesday eaten.IMPFV  apple 
  ‘A. thought that M. was eating an apple right then/on Wednesday.’          

(simult.:✓; shift.: ✓) 
In Gitksan, there is no overt present/past morphology: clauses can receive either present 
or past readings, and an adverbial can disambiguate between them (5a). 
 
(5) a.  Bax=t  Yoko.        b. Siipxw=t James (k'yoots).   
 run=DM Yoko         sick=DM James (yesterday)  
 ‘Yoko ran / is running/ *will run.’        ‘James was sick (yesterday)’ / ‘James is sick.’ 
               (Matthewson 2013) 
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Jóhannsdóttir and Matthewson (2008) and Matthewson (2013) capture present and past 
readings with a covert non-future pronominal tense:⟦ NON-FUTURE⟧ g,C=λt:t ≤tC.t (a 
presupposition=the reference time (RT) does not follow the utterance time (UT)) (for now, 
I omit future readings).  
Viewpoint aspect: Perf. is unmarked, while yukw is a modal progressive (Schwan 2019).  
 
(6) a. Bax  t   Cheyenne.     b. Yukw=hl bax   s  Cheyenne. 
   run=DM  Cheyenne        PROG=CN   run=PN  Cheyenne 
    ‘Cheyenne ran/runs.’     ‘Cheyenne is/was running.’  (Schwan 2019:1) 
 
SOT, statives: Embedded statives get either simult. (7a) or shifted readings (7b). 
 
(7) Context: I called Mary yesterday. I asked her about Susan’s health. Mary told me:  

a. “Susan’s feeling tired.” Today, I called Susan’s sister and told her: 
  Mehl-d-i=s Mary loo-’y ky'oots win  hlebiksxw=s   Susan.   
    tell-T-TR=PN  Mary OBL-1SG.II  yesterday  COMP  tired=PN Susan 
     ‘Mary said yesterday that Susan was tired.’           (simult.: ✓) 

b. “Susan was feeling tired on Sunday.” Today I call Susan’s sister and tell her:  
  Mehl-d-i=s    Mary ky'oots    hlebiksxw=s   Susan  ha’niisgwaa’ytxwsa.  
  tell-T-TR=PN      Mary  yesterday  tired=PN          Susan  Sunday 
  ‘Mary said yesterday that Susan was tired on Sunday.’        (shifted: ✓) 
 
SOT, eventives: The aspect is crucial: the perf. yields only a shifted reading (8a vs. 9a), and 
the prog. (marked with yukw) yields either shifted (8b) or simult. reading  (9b).  
 
(8) Context: Last night, some kids were gossiping. When I asked, they told me:  
 a. “Oh,  Bill stole the lamp on Wednesday.” 
  Mehl-d-i=hl  t'ihlxw  loo'y       gyaxxw  win  liluxws-um laaxws[=s] Bill.    (shift.: ✓)  
  tell-T-TR=CN  child  OBL-1SG.II last.night  COMP steal-ATTR   lamp=PN Bill 
  ‘The kids told me last night that Bill stole the lamp on Wednesday.’  
 b.  “When we saw Bill on Wednesday, he was writing a poem” 

Mehl-d-i=hl t'ihlxw   loo'y    gyaxxw  win   yukw=hl   t’imisis Bill  ehl ant’imahlasxw 
lax  ha’niigwilal’sa 
tell-T-TR=CN  child   OBL-1SG.II last.night COMP PROG write Bill the story            on 
Wednesday 

   ‘The kids told me last night that Bill was writing a poem on Wednesday.’    (shift.: ✓) 
(9) Context: Last night, the kids were running around. They told me: “B.’s stealing the lamp  

right now!” 
 a. #Mehl-d-i=hl t'ihlxw loo-'y gyaxxw win liluxws-um laaxws[=s] B.             (simult.: #) 
        The kids told me last night that Bill was stealing the lamp’ 

b. Mehl-d-i=hl t'ihlxw  loo'y gyaxxw  win yukw=hl liluxws-a laaxws[=s] B..   (simult.: ✓) 
   tell-T-TR=CN child  OBL-1SG.II last.night COMP  PROG  steal  lamp=PN     Bill  
 
So, Gitksan is like English with statives, and like English and Serbian with prog./ impfv. 
SOT analyses: Structural approaches to SOT propose that, in SOT languages, the embedded 
past tense is either interpreted, yielding the shifted reading, or not interpreted, yielding the 
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simult. reading (cf. Ogihara’s 1995 proposal of the lower tense operator being deleted 
under a c-commanding past tense; see also Grønn and von Stechow 2010, Zeijlstra 2012, 
i.a. ). In non-SOT languages, the embedded past tense is always interpreted. I argue that 
Gitksan does not need to resort to any such analysis – the existing analyses of its temporal 
system, and the standard compositional interplay of tense and aspect can capture the 
distribution of past embedded predicates.  
Gitksan states: The non-future tense in Gitksan is non-deictic – it takes either the UT or 
the contextually salient time as the RT. In (7), the context sets the time of M.’s claim in the 
past, i.e. the matrix tense gets a past reading. The embedded tense can be interpreted as: a) 
‘present’, i.e. simult. with the time of M.’s claim (10a), or b) ‘past’, i.e. shifted from it (10b). 
As for states, I adopt Gennari’s (2003) idea: if a state holds at interval t, it also holds at a 
superinterval t’ (before and after t). Thus, the embedded state can hold simult. with M.’s 
claim (7a) or prior to it (7b).  
 
(10)  a. [TP PAST [M. say[TP PRES. [S. tired =simult.     

b. [TP PAST [M. say [TP PAST [S. tired=shifted  
 
Gitksan eventives: Consider the perfective. Its semantics requires the event time (ET) to 
be included in the RT (11a). The RT for aspect is compositionally derived by the 
contextually determined RT + tense (12). In (8-9), the contextual RT is the time of the k.’ 
claim. If the embedded tense is ‘present’, it introduces an interval for the perf. simultaneous 
with the RT (12a) – the time of the k.’ claim. This RT is too short for the perf. to be included 
in it (Wurmbrand 2014, i.a.); thus a simult. reading is excluded (9a). But with the 
embedded ‘past’ (11b), the RT for the perf. is a time prior to the k’s claim; it is a longer RT 
(i.e., Wednesday). The perf. is correctly predicted to be felicitous under the back-shifted 
reading (8a).  
 
(11) a.Perf. :P.t.w.e[τ(e)t&P(w)(e)]     

b.Imperf.: P.t.w.e[t τ(e)&P(w)(e)]  Kratzer (1998)  
(12)  a. #[TP PAST[k. say[PRES. [PF.[B. steals=simult.      

b.[PAST[k.say[PAST [PF. B. steals =shifted 
 
Consider the progressive. Modulo a modal component, its semantics is à la (11b): the ET 
overlaps the RT. When the contextual RT is the time of the k.’s claim, embedded ‘present’ 
sets the same interval for the embedded prog. (13a); the embedded ET overlaps the time of 
the k.’s claim; this is a simult. reading (11b). If the embedded tense is ‘past’ (13b), the RT 
for the prog. is the time prior to the k.’s claim, some time on Wednesday (8b). I will show 
that English and Serbian interpretations can be captured in a similar manner.  
 
(13) a.[PAST[kids say[PRES.[PROG.[B.steals=simult.  

b.[PAST[kids say[PAST[PROG. B. steals=shift.  
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